Biology - Microbiome
Week 05/11/20
Reading:
● Annotate the article: Human Microbiome: The Role of Microbes in Human Health
○ Underline important ideas
○ Circle important words
○ Put a “?” next to something you want to know more about
○ Answer questions at the end of the article
Activity:
● Create a Tri-fold pamphlet on Gut Bacteria
○ What’s Up With the Bacteria in Your Gut?
Writing:
● Read the article: A possible solution to the world’s antibiotic crisis could lie in the dirt
○ Answer the writing prompt at the end of the article.

Biología - Microbioma
Semana de 05/11/20
Lectura:
● Anotar el artículo: Human Microbiome: The Role of Microbes in Human Health
○ Subráye ideas importantes
○ Circúle palabras importantes
○ Ponga un "?" junto a algo que usted quiera saber más
○ Conteste las preguntas al final del artículo
Actividad:
● Cree un folleto tríptico sobre las bacterias intestinales
○ What’s Up With the Bacteria in Your Gut?
Escritura:
● Lea el artículo: A possible solution to the world’s antibiotic crisis could lie in the dirt
○ Responda la pregunta al fin del artículo.

Human Microbiome: The Role of Microbes in Human Health

Human Microbiome: The Role of Microbes in
Human Health
by American Museum of Natural History
This article is provided courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History.

You Are an Ecosystem
An ecosystem is a community of living things that interact with each other and with the non-living
things in their physical environment. Forests, lakes, and caves are ecosystems. Each contains a
unique mix of living components, like plants and animals, and non-living ones, like air, sunlight, rocks,
and water. The human body is also an ecosystem. We are home to thousands of kinds of bacteria,
viruses, fungi, and other microscopic organisms, which number in the trillions. These organisms are
called microbes. Together they form communities that make up the human microbiome. Like
fingerprints, no two human microbiomes are the same. That makes each person not just an
ecosystem, but a unique ecosystem.
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The human body is an ecosystem. We are home to trillions of microbes.

Microbes first appeared over 3.5 billion years ago, making them the oldest form of life on Earth. Over
the past six million years, humans and microbes have coevolved to form complex relationships.
Humans need a microbiome to stay healthy, and the microbiome needs environments provided by the
human body in order to survive.
Just like larger organisms, the species that make up a microbiome interact with each other and rely
on these interactions to thrive. Different species live in different places in and on our bodies, and are
adapted to these environmental conditions.
Scientists are studying how these microorganisms work in our bodies, and learning about the balance
among different bacterial communities. Products like antibacterial hand sanitizers can wipe out all
bacteria on a patch of skin, good and bad alike. Antibiotic drugs also destroy helpful bacteria along
with their targets. Fungi evolved the ability to produce anti-bacterial chemicals as they competed with
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bacteria over millions of years of evolution. By studying these fungi, scientists learned how to
manufacture these anti-bacterial chemicals and turn them into antibiotic drugs, which have saved
millions of lives. At the same time, studies suggest that rapidly increasing antibiotic use in the United
States has reduced the diversity of our microbiomes.

Supporting Players
Do the bacteria in your body act as friend or foe? As pathogen or protector? It depends.
Thousands of species of bacteria inhabit our bodies, and researchers are only beginning to
understand the complex interrelationships among them-and between microbial cells and human
ones. We know that some are pathogens and cause disease. Scientists are increasingly finding that
the majority of bacteria are not harmful. Rather, many benefit us in a variety of ways, from aiding
digestion to protecting our teeth.
Scientists are just beginning to understand what roles these organisms play in human health. It's a
complicated dynamic and the effects on human health depend on the population size of the
microorganisms and on conditions in their ecosystem, the human body. The key? Balance. Here are
some of the species that play an important part in maintaining a healthy equilibrium-bacteria that,
you might say, have your back.

Skin Deep
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Bacillus subtilis releases toxic chemicals to kill
fungus, possibly including Trichophyton interdigitale
and other species that cause athlete's foot.

Perhaps not surprisingly, skin-our interface with the
world-supports a large number of the body's most
diverse populations of bacteria. There are at least 1,000
different species of skin bacteria, along with dozens of
fungi and other microbes. Most aren't harmful, and many
protect us. They live among the dead skin cells that make
up our skin's outer layer, and defend their own turf
against other microbes. One strain of the bacterium
Bacillus subtilis, which can be found on the skin,
produces bacitracin, a toxin that helps it fight off other
microbes. Scientists have taken advantage of bacitracin's
antibiotic properties, using it in over-the-counter antibiotic
ointments.

Gut Feeling
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H. pylori can cause diseases like gastritis. It also helps protect against diseases that include asthma, allergies, and even cancer.

In the mid-1980's, internist Barry J. Marshall infected himself with the corkscrew-shaped bacterium
Heliobacter pylori. This earned him not only the nickname "guinea-pig doctor" but also the Nobel
Prize, which he shared in 2005 with pathologist J. Robin Warren for their discovery that this common
organism was a pathogen. H. pylori caused gastritis (irritation or inflammation of the stomach lining)
and peptic ulcers, diseases long thought to be caused by excess acid resulting from stress.
Treatment with antibiotics led to the near-eradication of stomach ulcers in developed countries, as
well as to a drop in stomach cancers, for which gastritis is a risk factor. But as welcome as these
cures are, researchers now think H. pylori also serves a positive role in human health. New diseases
related to the loss of H. pylori are on the rise. Studies strongly suggest that it is essential to the
prevention of asthma, allergies, gastroesophageal reflux disease, and esophageal cancer.

Look, Ma, No Cavities!
Who isn't familiar with the dreaded strep throat? An extremely painful inflammation of the back of the
throat, it's caused by the bacterium Streptococcus pyogenes, which gave strep throat its name. The
same bacterium causes rheumatic heart disease. But there are more than 50 recognized species of
Streptococcus, many regularly found in the human mouth, respiratory tract, and other organs. Some,
like S. pyogenes, are proven pathogens, causing conditions that range from cavities (S. mutans) to
pneumonia.
(S. pneumonia). But others seem to do no harm, and may even work against troublesome strains of
fellow Streptococci. Streptococcus salivarius, for example, which is found in the human mouth and
respiratory tract, can be dangerous to people with weakened immune systems if it escapes outside
the oral cavity. But in the mouth it appears to help prevent both gum disease and tooth decay.
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Colon Colony
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Bacteroides are by far the most numerous bacteria in the human body. They help the human body digest food.

Far more bacteria live in the colon than anywhere else in the human body. Most species are
anaerobic, which means they don't require oxygen. That includes species that belong to the genus
Bacteroides, which are among the most predominant. Outside of the gut, strains of Bacteroides can
cause abscesses in the abdomen, brain, liver, pelvis, and lungs, as well as bacteremia, an infection of
the bloodstream. But in the colon they break down carbohydrates, produce enzymes that target
specific foods, and extract energy from those foods. One species, B. fragilis, appears to stimulate
immune cells called regulatory T-cells, which restrain aggressive inflammatory T-cells that can trigger
colitis and other disorders. Researchers are also beginning to tease out the possible relationship
between the overall makeup of a person's gut microbiome and a propensity toward obesity. Studies
have even found that microbiomes have an effect on the moods of mice, suggesting that the bacteria
in our gut could play a role in conditions like depression. It's probably impossible to overstate the
usefulness of bacteria in the colon.

Being Healthy Means Having a Balanced Microbiome
We're covered in bacteria and other microorganisms from the time we are born. Our microbiome
grows and changes with us over the course of our lives. It reflects the places we go, the things we do,
and the food we eat. We now understand that a diverse and balanced microbiome is essential for a
strong immune system. Some scientists think that infants who lack exposure to microorganisms
develop a higher rate of allergies, asthma, eczema and other health problems. In fact, the microbiome
is so important that it is like an additional organ-a part of the body that serves a vital function, like
the skin or kidneys. Nurturing it helps keep our bodies functioning properly.
ReadWorks.org
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Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What is the human microbiome?
A. all of the communities of microbes in and on the human body
B. a drug that destroys helpful bacteria along with harmful bacteria
C. a species of bacteria that helps protect humans against asthma
D. a group of people in developed countries who are infected with Heliobacter pylori

2. To organize this text, the author divides it into sections with subheadings. What
contrast does the author make in the section with the subheading "Look, Ma, No
Cavities!"?
A. The author contrasts the harmful effects of Heliobacter pylori with the positive role it
may play in human health.
B. The author contrasts the number of bacteria on our skin with the number of bacteria in
our colon.
C. The author contrasts harmful species of Streptococcus with a species of
Streptococcus that can be helpful.
D. The author contrasts the effects of Bacteroides inside the colon with the effects of
Bacteroides outside the colon.

3. Some species of bacteria benefit humans.
What information in the text supports this statement?
A. S. mutans is a bacterium that causes cavities, and S. pneumonia is a bacterium that
causes pneumonia.
B. Fungi evolved the ability to produce anti-bacterial chemicals as they competed with
bacteria over millions of years.
C. The bacteriumStreptococcus pyogenes causes strep throat and rheumatic heart
disease.
D. Species of bacteria belonging to the genus Bacteroides help the human body digest
food.
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4. Bacteria that are helpful in one place may be harmful in another.
What information in the text supports this statement?
A. Heliobacter pylori is a bacterium that causes gastritis (irritation or inflammation of the
stomach lining) and peptic ulcers, diseases which were once thought to be caused by
too much acid.
B. Streptococcus salivarius appears to help prevent tooth decay in the mouth but can be
dangerous to people with weakened immune systems if it gets outside the mouth.
C. Bacillus subtilisreleases toxic chemicals to kill fungus, possibly including
Trichophyton interdigitale and other species that cause athlete's foot.
D. Skin, which is our interface with the world, supports a large number of the human
body's most diverse populations of bacteria, including Bacillus subtilis.

5. What is the main idea of this text?
A. Microbes first appeared over 3.5 billion years ago and have coevolved with humans
over the past six million years.
B. Studies suggest that rapidly increasing antibiotic use in the United States has reduced
the diversity of our microbiomes.
C. Bacteroidesare the most numerous bacteria in the human body and help it digest
food.
D. The human body is an ecosystem made up of microbes that play a variety of roles in
human health.

6. Read these sentences from the text.
"Perhaps not surprisingly, skin-our interface with the world-supports a large number
of the body's most diverse populations of bacteria. There are at least 1,000 different
species of skin bacteria, along with dozens of fungi and other microbes. Most aren't
harmful, and many protect us."
Based on this information, what does the word "diverse" probably mean?
A. having a lot of variety
B. being harmful to others
C. being helpful to others
D. moving from one place to another
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7. Read this sentence from the text.
"In fact, the microbiome is so important that it is like an additional organ-a part of the
body that serves a vital function, like the skin or kidneys."
What word or phrase could replace the second "like" in this sentence without changing
the sentence's meaning?
A. instead
B. such as
C. except
D. later on

8. What is a species of bacteria that causes disease?

9. What is a species of bacteria in your body that helps protect you? Support your
answer with evidence from the text.
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10. Describe the different roles that bacteria play in human health. Support your answer
with evidence from the text.
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1. What is the human microbiome?
A. all of the communities of microbes in and on the human body
B. a drug that destroys helpful bacteria along with harmful bacteria
C. a species of bacteria that helps protect humans against asthma
D. a group of people in developed countries who are infected with Heliobacter pylori

2. To organize this text, the author divides it into sections with subheadings. What
contrast does the author make in the section with the subheading "Look, Ma, No
Cavities!"?
A. The author contrasts the harmful effects of Heliobacter pylori with the positive role it
may play in human health.
B. The author contrasts the number of bacteria on our skin with the number of bacteria in
our colon.
C. The author contrasts harmful species of Streptococcus with a species of
Streptococcus that can be helpful.
D. The author contrasts the effects of Bacteroides inside the colon with the effects of
Bacteroides outside the colon.

3. Some species of bacteria benefit humans.
What information in the text supports this statement?
A. S. mutans is a bacterium that causes cavities, and S. pneumonia is a bacterium that
causes pneumonia.
B. Fungi evolved the ability to produce anti-bacterial chemicals as they competed with
bacteria over millions of years.
C. The bacteriumStreptococcus pyogenes causes strep throat and rheumatic heart
disease.
D. Species of bacteria belonging to the genus Bacteroides help the human body
digest food.
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4. Bacteria that are helpful in one place may be harmful in another.
What information in the text supports this statement?
A. Heliobacter pylori is a bacterium that causes gastritis (irritation or inflammation of the
stomach lining) and peptic ulcers, diseases which were once thought to be caused by
too much acid.
B. Streptococcus salivariusappears to help prevent tooth decay in the mouth but
can be dangerous to people with weakened immune systems if it gets outside the
mouth.
C. Bacillus subtilisreleases toxic chemicals to kill fungus, possibly including
Trichophyton interdigitale and other species that cause athlete's foot.
D. Skin, which is our interface with the world, supports a large number of the human
body's most diverse populations of bacteria, including Bacillus subtilis.

5. What is the main idea of this text?
A. Microbes first appeared over 3.5 billion years ago and have coevolved with humans
over the past six million years.
B. Studies suggest that rapidly increasing antibiotic use in the United States has reduced
the diversity of our microbiomes.
C. Bacteroidesare the most numerous bacteria in the human body and help it digest
food.
D. The human body is an ecosystem made up of microbes that play a variety of
roles in human health.

6. Read these sentences from the text.
"Perhaps not surprisingly, skin-our interface with the world-supports a large number
of the body's most diverse populations of bacteria. There are at least 1,000 different
species of skin bacteria, along with dozens of fungi and other microbes. Most aren't
harmful, and many protect us."
Based on this information, what does the word "diverse" probably mean?
A. having a lot of variety
B. being harmful to others
C. being helpful to others
D. moving from one place to another
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7. Read this sentence from the text.
"In fact, the microbiome is so important that it is like an additional organ-a part of the
body that serves a vital function, like the skin or kidneys."
What word or phrase could replace the second "like" in this sentence without changing
the sentence's meaning?
A. instead
B. such as
C. except
D. later on

8. What is a species of bacteria that causes disease?

Suggested answer: Answers may vary as long as they reflect the text. For
example, students may name
Streptococcus pyogenes.
9. What is a species of bacteria in your body that helps protect you? Support your
answer with evidence from the text.

Suggested answer:
Answers may vary as long as they reflect the text. For
example, students may identify Heliobacter pylori as a species of bacteria
that helps protect people. Studies suggest that it helps prevent "asthma,
allergies, gastroesophageal reflux disease, and esophageal cancer."
10. Describe the different roles that bacteria play in human health. Support your answer
with evidence from the text.

Suggested answer:
Answers may vary, but students should recognize that
bacteria plays positive and negative roles. Students may point out that
some bacteria, such as Heliobacter pylori and Streptococcus salivarius,
play helpful roles by protecting people from various diseases. Other
bacteria play harmful roles. One example is Streptococcus pyogenes,
which causes strep throat and rheumatic heart disease.
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Directions:
Based on the information in this article, create an informational pamphlet that could be handed out in a doctor's office,
health clinic, nurse's office, or other medical facility. Be sure to include information about the benefits of healthy bacteria in the
gut as well as the dangers of unhealthy bacteria in the gut. Discuss ways of keeping one's gut healthy. Be sure to include
diagrams, pictures and/or graphs to help explain your information.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/food/the-plate/2016/03/07/whats-up-with-the-bacteria-in-your-gut.html
© 1996-2015 National Geographic Society, © 2015- 2020 National Geographic Partners, LLC. All rights reserved

T H E P L AT E

What’s Up With the Bacteria In Your Gut?
BY REBECCA RUPP
P U B L I S H E D M A R C H 7, 2 0 1 6

We’ve known for decades that that the lush collection of bacteria that populate our guts plays a part in digestion. The famous
after-effects of bean-eating—tactfully known in the 16th century as “windinesse”— are due to our resident microbes,
chomping up an assortment of bean oligosaccharides (short chains of linked sugars) that our own enzymes can’t deal with,
and generating in the process an unfortunate excess of bloating gas.
While gut bacteria play an essential (if not always socially tactful) role in human nutrition, a wealth of recent research now
shows that they do far more. In fact, the key to whether we’re fat or thin, cheerful or depressed, healthy or chronically ill,
may lie in the gut microbiome. Biologically, we’re the puppets of our bugs.
When it comes to gut bacteria, at least in the beginning, it’s all about mom. We start accumulating our resident bacteria at
birth, following our unsterile passage through the birth canal; and we pick up even more through mother’s milk. Milk
contains a population of complex carbohydrates that can only be digested by bacteria, specifically by Bifidobacterium
infantis, a helpful bacterium that makes itself at home in the baby’s digestive tract and helps prevent infections. Milk, in
other words, doesn’t just feed the baby; it also functions as a probiotic, providing infants with a growing population of
beneficial microbes, and as a prebiotic—supplying those microbes with something to eat.
Generally, by the time kids turn three, following the introduction of solid foods and a lot of crawling around on the floor,
their internal bacterial ecosystems are fully established. This means, inevitably, that they’ve come in contact with large
numbers of fecal particles, which occupy a great deal more of the world than most of us care to think about. According to
microbiologists, the environment is pretty much coated in poop.
Creepy though this may sound, it’s a good thing. Acquired bacteria provide us with enzymes and vitamins, such as vitamins
B and K, help us battle infections, and manufacture neurochemicals essential for our mental health and well-being. An
estimated 90 percent of the body’s serotonin, for example—a brain neurotransmitter that affects mood, sexual activity,
appetite, sleep, memory, and learning— is made by gut bacteria.

Our personal bacteria also protect us from a wide range of ailments whose increasing prevalence, scientists now believe, may
reflect that fact that something, bacteria-wise, is going seriously wrong. The modern rise in obesity, allergies, asthma,
rheumatoid arthritis, Type I diabetes, multiple sclerosis, irritable bowel syndrome, cirrhosis of the liver, cardiovascular
disease, and anxiety attacks – perhaps even autism – may be related to the bacterial populations in our guts.
The root of all evil here may be a leaky epithelium. The epithelium, the all-important lining of the digestive tract, ordinarily
acts as a barrier between the teeming bacterial world of the gut and the rest of the body. Resident bacteria ordinarily keep
epithelial cells healthy by providing them with short-chain fatty acids and other nutritive factors. In the absence of the
appropriate nurturing bacteria, however, the starved epithelium breaks down, allowing bacteria and toxic bacterial
byproducts to enter the bloodstream. This sends a signal to the immune system, alerting it to the presence of invaders, which
can lead to persistent inflammation and eventually, a host of chronic diseases.
In other words, many modern plagues may be occurring because our microbiomes aren’t what they used to be. In
industrialized nations, overuse of antibiotics, a sanitized lifestyle, and a diet heavy in processed foods have all contributed to
mass internal microbial die-off. The result is an impoverished Western microbiome. We’ve now got a far less diverse internal
population of bacteria, and we’ve lost many helpful species altogether.
Martin Blaser of the NYU School of Medicine, author of Missing Microbes: How the Overuse of Antibiotics Is Fueling Our
Modern Plagues, uses as a prime example a corkscrew-shaped bacterium called Helicobacter pylori, known to be the
causative agent of peptic ulcers, that thrives in the acid environment of the human stomach. At the beginning of the last
century, nearly every stomach in the world harbored H. pylori; today just five percent of American children carry it. This
sounds, initially, like a plus—who needs an ulcer?—but Blaser points out that H. pylori plays essential roles in mediating the
metabolic and immune systems, and in regulating ghrelin, the hormone that tells the brain we’re hungry and stimulates
appetite. In the absence of bacterial controls, too much ghrelin may egg us on to over-eat.
While microbiome research is still in its early days, one thing is clear: a diet of junk food doesn’t do our bacteria any good. In
one much-publicized experiment, genetic epidemiology professor Tim Spector of King’s College in London convinced his
adult son Tom to spend ten days on a dedicated fast-food diet of fries, burgers, chicken nuggets, and Coca-Cola. Tom started
out with a gut population of 3,500 bacterial species; by the end of his fast-food binge, he’d lost a third of these.
So how to maintain a healthy microbiome? Scientists and medical doctors generally advise that the thriving commercial preand probiotic supplement industry be taken with a grain of salt. Such products to date are unregulated. And in any case,
there’s not yet consensus on what constitutes a healthy microbiome.
There are, however, some general rules. Recommended for the good of the gut is a diet rich in probiotic fermented
foods such as yogurt, sauerkraut, kimchi, and miso soup, and in fiber-rich prebiotic foods, such as whole grains, fruits, and
vegetables. It’s also a good idea to avoid processed foods, which may feed you, but don’t provide much sustenance for your
gut bacteria.
Exercise seems to benefit not just us, but our guts. One study, comparing rugby players to non-athletes, found that the rugby
players had more diverse microbiomes, with higher proportions of at least 40 different bacterial species.
And, while antibiotics are certainly sometimes necessary, we should be cautious about overusing them. Studies show that
that the gut microbiome can take up to a year to bounce back after a course of bacteria-blitzing antibiotics.

Finally, in the service of gut microbiome diversity, you might want to expand your environment. The more diverse bacteria
you pick up, the better. So meet new people, pat the dog, dig in the garden, and play in the dirt. Bugs are good.
If you’re curious about the make-up of your check out American Gut, a citizen-science project in which participants can
discover how their diet and lifestyle shape their microbiomes, and find out how theirs compares to others.

Rebecca Rupp has a Ph.D. in cell biology and biochemistry, and is the author of more than 200 magazine
articles and nearly two dozen books for children and adults.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/articles/what_should_you_eat_for_a_healthy_gut
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A possible solution to the world's antibiotic
crisis could lie in the dirt
By Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff on 02.28.18
Word Count 945
Level 1130L

Dr. Mansour Samadpour points out a growth of salmonella in a petri dish at IEH Laboratories in Lake Forest Park, Washington, May 17,
2010. The World Health Organization has issued a list of the top dozen bacteria most dangerous to humans, warning that doctors are fast
running out of treatment options. In a press briefing on February 27, 2017, the U.N. health agency said its list is meant to promote the
development of medicines for the most worrying drug-resistant bacteria, including Salmonellae and Staphylococus aureus. Photo by: Elaine
Thompson/AP Photo

One of the biggest medical discoveries happened by accident. One day, a British scientist named
Alexander Fleming returned from vacation. He realized that he had forgotten to put one of his
petri dishes away when he was gone. When he returned, it was covered in a bacteria-killing mold.
He had accidentally discovered penicillin, the world's first antibiotic.
Ninety years later, the world faces an antibiotic crisis. Superbugs have evolved resistance to dozens
of drugs in doctors' arsenals, leading to infections that are increasingly difficult to treat. Global
deaths from antibiotic-resistant infections are predicted to hit 10 million a year by 2050. So in labs
around the world, scientists are racing against time to cultivate new microbe-destroying
molecules. Unfortunately, most of the obvious solutions have already been discovered.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Now it is time to look at other ways of finding antibiotics. Instead of growing antibiotics in a petri
dish, microbiologist Sean Brady hopes to find them in the ground.
"Every place you step, there's 10,000 bacteria, most of which we've never seen," said Brady, a
professor at Rockefeller University in New York. Many of these bacteria behave in ways that aren't
yet understood and produce molecules that haven't been seen before.
The Cure Could Be Right Under Our Feet

"Our idea is, there's this reservoir of antibiotics out in the environment we haven't accessed yet,"
Brady said.
That idea is beginning to pay off. In a study published February 12 in the journal Nature
Microbiology, he and his colleagues report the discovery of a new class of antibiotic extracted from
unknown microorganisms living in the soil. This class, which they call malacidins, kills several
superbugs — including ones that cause dreaded staph infections like pneumonia — without getting
resistance.
You won't find this antibiotic at your pharmacy next week, Brady cautioned. It takes years for a
new molecule to be developed, tested and approved for distribution. However, its discovery is
proof of a powerful principle, he said: A world of potentially useful untapped biodiversity is still
waiting to be discovered.
Though antibiotics are prized for their ability to combat the microbes that make humans sick,
most of them actually come from bacteria. For example, streptomycin, which has been used to
treat tuberculosis and plague, is produced by the bacterium Streptomyces griseus. This microbe
was originally found in the dirt of a New Jersey farm field.
Bacteria Have Evolved Over Time

Bacteria have been fighting one another for billions of years — far, far longer than humans have
been around — so it's hardly surprising that they have evolved all the best weapons. Yet the vast
majority of these microbes don't grow well under controlled laboratory conditions, making them
difficult to study.
"Maybe, using that simple culture-based approach, we've missed most of the chemistry that are
produced by bacteria," Brady said.
It would be better to get interesting molecules directly from the environment. And these days,
scientists can do just that by using metagenomics. This is the study of genetic material directly
from the environment. These techniques allow for a lot of genetic material to be organized at the
same time.
For this study, Brady's team cloned vast quantities of DNA from hundreds of soil samples
contributed by citizen scientists across the country. Then, they sorted through the material in
search of interesting sequences.
"Most of what's there is completely unknown, and that's the future," Brady said.
The Power Of Malacidins
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He and his team were looking specifically for a known gene associated with the production of
calcium-dependent antibiotics — molecules that attack bacterial cells, but only when calcium is
around. It's thought that the existence of such an "on-off" switch may make it harder for microbes
to evolve resistance. Because of this, the gene for calcium dependence might serve as a sign that a
much longer sequence is controlling the production of antibiotics. It'd be like if you were reading a
cookbook and came across instructions for making pie crust — that might be a flag you'd found a
recipe for pie.
Having identified a sequence containing the calcium-dependence gene, the researchers cloned it
and injected it into a microbe that can be cultured or grown. Soon enough, those microbes were
making chemicals called malacidins. When applied to cuts in the skin of rats suffering from a
bacteria, the previously unknown molecule successfully sterilized the wounds. The bacterium
didn't show signs of resistance, even after three weeks of exposure.
According to Brady, malacidins work by interfering with the process that bacteria use to build
their cell walls. Human cells rely on a different process, so the antibiotic isn't toxic in people.
He and his team don't know what species the molecules come from, but they don't need to — they
already have the genetic blueprint for building it. "The effort now is to scale it," he said.
A Possible Medical Breakthrough

Two years ago, Brady launched a company called Lodo Therapeutics, which aims to accelerate the
discovery process. Ultimately, it may produce new medications that can be used to treat disease.
Researchers elsewhere are using metagenomics to seek out new antibiotics in ocean water and
insect guts. Meanwhile, the same technique has been applied to city sewers and polluted lakes to
reveal the vast extent of antibiotic resistance.
Speaking to the Los Angeles Times, Northeastern University microbiologist Kim Lewis noted that
Brady's team "used a clever approach to mine for antibiotics."
But Lewis, who was not involved in the research, pointed out that Brady's team will need to
continue identifying new DNA signatures associated with antibiotics for their technique to keep
working. "Now we need to say, 'You guys can do even better.'"
Writing Prompt: Explain the discovery that Sean Brady's team made? How did they make
this discovery and what is important about it? What measures could be made to slow the
progression of superbugs?
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